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Abstract 
With the increasing demand for online online courses, how to accurately recommend 
courses of interest to users from the massive data on the Internet has become a concern 
of many course platforms. The author proposes to build a knowledge graph of online 
courses, store knowledge graphs in  graph database Neo4j, and recommend online 
courses based on knowledge graphs. Compared with the traditional course 
recommendation algorithm, the course recommendation in this paper can be quickly 
retrieved according to the relationship between the data, so that the recommended 
results are more accurate and diverse. 
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1. Preface 

With the rapid development of the concept of network resources and knowledge sharing in China, 
more and more people choose to study courses online through the network course platform. However, 
many online course resources of uneven quality also bring difficulties for users to obtain high-quality 
online courses that they are interested in. Therefore, recommending online courses of interest to users 
is a special concern of most online course platforms. Based on this, this paper proposes a model for 
introducing knowledge graph into online course recommendation system. Committed to solving the 
problems of data sparsity and data singularity, and providing accurate and reliable personalized online 
course recommendation services. 

2. Related Background 

2.1 Knowledge Graph 

Knowledge graph can be simply understood as a combination of multiple relational graphs [1]. The 
construction of knowledge graph can be simply divided into two aspects: knowledge extraction and 
data storage. Knowledge extraction is mainly to extract useful information from texts with different 
structures, and data storage is to integrate and store the extracted knowledge. A knowledge graph is 
usually a graph composed of multiple triples "head entity-relation-tail entity", entities are called nodes 
of the graph, and edges between nodes are relationships. "Entity" is its most basic unit, and 
"relationship" is the semantic connection between different entities. In the knowledge graph, nodes 
represent entities, edges represent relationships, and then the connections between nodes through 
edges form a structured network graph. A graph is a symbolic way to show knowledge in the objective 
world [2]. 

2.2 Database Selection 

From the perspective of managers, this paper chooses to use the Neo4j database to build the 
knowledge map of online courses. Neo4j database is a non-relational database that stores information 
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in the form of graphs. Neo4j database can effectively and clearly display the relationship between 
courses, course types, teachers and schools through the special storage method of node-edge-node. 
With the increase of entities, the information that can be stored and displayed in Neo4j database will 
be more clear and intuitive wider range and coverage. When using Cypher language, Python language 
and py2neo library for data storage and query, cumbersome connection operations can be avoided, 
and the query efficiency will not decrease with the increase of online course data. 

2.3 Knowledge Extraction 

Knowledge extraction is the process of extracting knowledge information from data. The key to 
constructing knowledge graph of online courses is to extract and associate data from numerous data 
sources and store them in the knowledge graph. Knowledge extraction generally revolves around 
named entity recognition and relation extraction. In the past, named entity recognition and relation 
extraction were mainly performed by manually writing rules or using templates [3][4]. However, the 
way of artificially writing rules will consume a lot of human resources, and a set of rules can usually 
only be applied to one field or one knowledge extraction, resulting in low transferability and 
generalization [5]. 

Online course data is generally divided into structured data and unstructured data, and the data in this 
article is mainly structured data. The following will briefly introduce the knowledge extraction 
method of this type of data. 

2.3.1 Knowledge Extraction for Structured Data 

Structured data is usually stored in the form of tables, and generally clear correspondences can be 
found between various data. For such data, knowledge extraction is usually carried out by converting 
it into RDF. The task of entity extraction is to identify and locate entities and classify them; relation 
extraction is to extract the semantic relationship between entities from text [6]. The extraction 
methods are generally related to natural language processing, including: methods based on statistical 
models, methods based on deep learning, and methods based on rules. 

3. Research Background and Significance 

3.1 Research Status of Recommendation System 

In recent years, more and more people have invested in the academic research of recommender 
systems, and many recommender system algorithms have also been proposed and improved. At 
present, the traditional recommendation system algorithm generally adopts four kinds of algorithms: 
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm, content-based recommendation algorithm, 
demographic-based recommendation algorithm and hybrid recommendation algorithm. 

3.2 The Role and Significance of Knowledge Graph in Online Course Recommendation 
System 

3.2.1 Make up for the Problem of Data Sparsity Interference 

Generally speaking, the collaborative filtering algorithm is the first choice for traditional 
recommendation algorithms, and this algorithm is too dependent on users and their historical data. 
When new users appear or online course resources are updated, the recommendation system will be 
cold due to lack of historical data. Startup problem [7]. In recent years, a large number of courses 
have been converted to online, resulting in a large number of online course resources. At the same 
time, more and more netizens have chosen online course resources, and a large number of new users 
of online courses have flooded into the market. Therefore, a large number of online courses are only 
watched by a few users and are rated by a large number of new users, which results in data sparsity. 
There was a problem. For example, there are a large number of vacancies in the matrix that users rate 
online courses. Therefore, most courses recommended according to this sparse matrix have low 
quality and accuracy. 
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In response to the data sparsity problem of online course grading data, some scholars proposed to 
integrate information other than online course interaction record data into the recommendation system 
to generate courses and user portraits, which can provide a more accurate prediction model. However, 
sufficient and accurate acquisition of users' personal information, social network, platform interaction 
and other information often requires a high price, and the feasibility is low. 

The knowledge graph includes a large amount of data of courses and user information, especially the 
relationship between users and online courses, which can be introduced into the online course 
recommendation system as a kind of important node association information, which can effectively 
avoid obtaining and The cost of storing a large amount of auxiliary information can also better 
compensate for the problem of data sparsity. 

3.2.2 Make up for the Problem of Data Singularity 

Content-based recommendation algorithms usually recommend similar online courses to target users 
based on their hobbies and interests. In the aspect of online course recommendation research, it is 
often necessary to carry out manual tagging and artificial feature extraction, which is costly and 
cannot tap new user interests. For example, if a user has only studied computer-related online courses 
in the past, the algorithm will blindly recommend more computer-related online courses for him, but 
cannot discover that the user is actually more interested in psychology-related online course 
resources. . Similar to the flaws in the collaborative filtering algorithm mentioned above, the content-
based online course recommendation algorithm will also be unable to obtain the historical data of 
new users, resulting in the problem of being unable to extract the online course information they have 
learned, thus failing to achieve a sense of recommendation. Interesting online course resources. 

3.2.3 Achieving Accurate Semantic Matching 

Through the knowledge graph, the association and semantic matching between multiple entities or 
features can be mined only through simple reasoning, and this advantage can produce more accurate 
recommendation results for the online course recommendation system. For example, for the semantic 
association of the online courses "Basic and Application of Big Data" and "Data Intensive System", 
the knowledge map of online course types (which has the relationship between the type of online 
course and the name of the online course) can be found as shown in Figure 1. Semantic chain, thus 
easily linking two online courses. 

 

 
Figure 1. Semantic chain of online course types 

3.2.4 Complete a Variety of Online Course Recommendations 

The knowledge graph realizes the precise matching of semantics, introduces more accurate semantic 
relationships, and can dig deeper into the interests of users. The online course recommendation 
system based on knowledge graph can discover and mine the heterogeneous relationship between 
online courses, so that it can recommend online courses through multiple dimensions. 
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Figure 2. Recommendations for diversified online courses 

 

For example, in Figure 2, if the user once liked the course "Video News", according to the relationship 
between the three different attributes of the online course teacher, the online course source 
organization and the online course teaching platform in the knowledge map, the recommendation 
system can be Users recommend "Classics and Thinking" (teaching instructor Zhang Xiaoqin), "java 
programming" (teaching organization is Tsinghua University) and "cultural relics and cultural China" 
(teaching platform is Xuetangx Online) three completely different types of online courses. 

3.2.5 Provide Interpretable Recommendation Basis 

The correlation information of different types of online courses in the knowledge graph can be used 
as the interpretability basis for the recommendation results of online courses. As can be seen from 
the example in Figure 2, the online course recommendation system can intuitively and concisely 
display the correlation information between the "Video News" course and the other three 
recommended courses to the front-end users, which can make the users more clearly understand the 
recommendation system recommended to them. The reason and basis of the course can enhance the 
user's subjective willingness to accept the recommended result, which is beneficial to increase the 
accuracy of the recommended course recommended by the recommender system. 

4. Construction of Knowledge Map of Online Courses 

4.1 Data Collection 

Because there are almost no public data sets related to online course recommendation on the Internet, 
and there are many online course platforms. This paper selects the online course data of the well-
known and authoritative online course platform XuetangX, Chinese University MOOC and NetEase 
Cloud Classroom as the research object, and uses the Scrapy crawler framework to realize the online 
course data capture of the online course platform. The data collection process is shown in Figure 3. 
shown. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of online course data collection 

4.2 Named Entity and Relationship Extraction 

The extraction of knowledge map of online courses mainly refers to the platform rules of Chinese 
universities such as MOOC and excellent course alliance, and is divided into courses, users, course 
categories, teaching teachers, courses starting schools, and teaching hours. Entity extraction was 
performed according to the collected data, as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Entity extraction example 

Field Name Example Remarks 

Courses College Photography Fundamentals User-Learned Courses 

Course Category Art and Design Classification based on collected data 

Source Chinese University MOOC Course teaching platform 

Duration 46 hours 12 minutes Course duration 

 

The data collected in this paper are mainly structured data, and knowledge extraction is carried out 
for this type of data. First of all, it is necessary to obtain the relatively clear correspondence between 
the various data, and complete the construction of the RDF data set and object serialization. Then the 
obtained data is normalized and parsed, and its key attributes are extracted to generate a dataset of 
attributes. 

The attribute values required by each online course object are extracted from the collected data set, 
including course name, course type, course category, course online platform, course teaching teacher, 
etc., which are represented as nodes. Among them, the course name is the main node of the knowledge 
graph of the online course, and the other attributes are the information nodes of the course name. For 
the construction of relationship, the relationship between nodes represents the specific association 
between two nodes. Here is an example of constructing a course type triple, where Class represents 
the course name node, Category represents the course type node, and Genre is the edge between the 
Class node and the Category node, which means: Online Course "The Theory and Method of 
Psychological Counseling" : Talking Skills' genre is Psychology. According to the method described 
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above, other RDF triples are constructed, and finally the relationship between some entities in the 
knowledge graph of the online course in this paper is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Example diagram of relationship between entities (part) 

Entity A Entity B Entity Relationship 

Course Name (Class) Course Category (Category) Type is 

Course Name (Class) Course Organization (Organization) The teaching organization is 

Course Name (Class) Course Platform (Source) The teaching organization is 

4.3 Knowledge Import 

How to import data into Neo4j database, there are generally three ways: directly use the CREATE 
statement of the cypher language; directly use the LOAD CSV statement of the cypher language; use 
the official neo4j-import library. In addition, you can also use the py2neo library provided by python 
for data import. For a large amount of data, this paper uses the LOAD CSV method to upload the 
online course data in CSV file format to the Neo4j database. 

4.3.1 Import Data and Create Nodes 

variable:Lable {key1:value1,,keyN: valueN}. 

For tables in relational databases, node labels are usually derived from the table name, while attributes 
are derived from the columns in the table. When each node is created, a default attribute ID is 
automatically given to the node, which is generally incremented and unique. 

Since there are many nodes and relationships in the knowledge graph of online courses in this article, 
we only take the creation and import of "course" and "user" nodes as an example. The specific import 
methods are as follows: 

LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM "file:///scores.csv" AS csv 
MERGE(c:class{name:csv.class_name}). 

MERGE(u:user{name:csv.user_name}). 

4.3.2 Create Relationships between Nodes 

The composition model of the relationship: 

(startNode)-[variable:relationshipType {key1:value1,,keyN:valueN}]➝/←/-(endNode). 

In the above model, startNode and endNode represent nodes, relationshipType represents the 
relationship type, and the key:value field represents the relationship attribute. In the cypher language, 
the relationship is generally divided into two types: directed and undirected: generally use "-" to 
indicate a non-directed entity relationship, and use "➝" or "←" left and right arrows to indicate a 
directional entity relationship. 

Take the construction of the relationship between the two nodes "User" and "Course" as an example, 
the relationship indicates that the user scores the course, and the specific sentences are as follows: 

CREATE (user)-[:RATED {scored: toInteger (csv.score)rating}]➝(online class). 

The knowledge graph of its relationship is shown in Figure 4: 

 

 
Figure 4. Example of triples 
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The purple (left) represents the (course "Processing Data with Python")) entity, the blue (right) 
represents the user entity (username Li Si), and the arrow represents the rating relationship between 
the course and the user, that is, the user Li Si gives Grades for the course "Manipulating Data with 
Python". According to the above operation example, the relationship between multiple entities is 
constructed, and multiple triples between entity relationships are connected to each other, which 
constitutes the knowledge map of the online course in this paper (part of the entities and relationships 
are shown in Figure 5) 

 

 
Figure 5. Knowledge map of online courses (part) 

5. Online Course Recommendation based on Knowledge Graph 

After the online course knowledge graph is constructed, different semantic paths between entities can 
be mined according to the information stored in the obtained knowledge graph (Figure 5). According 
to the semantic path, the online course content that the target user is interested in is inferred. At the 
same time, based on the knowledge graph, the online course can be used as an intermediate node to 
find out the users associated with the target user, and by setting the similarity threshold between users 
to determine whether the found associated users are similar users, and then find out in the obtained 
knowledge graph. It generates online course data sets of similar users, and recommends online course 
resources with higher average ratings to target users, so as to achieve the accuracy of online course 
recommendation. 

5.1 Judgment and Screening of Similar Users 

In this paper, the cosine similarity (formula (1)) is used as the standard to calculate the similarity of 
related users [8], the user's rating for the course is set as a vector, and similar users are screened out 
(similarity higher than 80% is identified as similar users): 
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Retrieve each online course in the online course collection in turn, find out the similar users of each 
user from the relationship between online courses and users, calculate the average score of the courses 
that similar users are interested in, and finally return to the target user in descending order. 
recommend. After the recommendation algorithm in this paper, the results of online courses 
recommended for user Li Si are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. User Li Si Recommended online course results from similar users 

Recommended courses 
"Data 

Structure" 
"Machine 
Learning" 

"Internet 
Finance" 

"User 
Psychology" 

The number of similar users who 
recommended this course 

4 3 3 2 

Average course rating of similar users 
who recommended this course (out of 10) 

10.00000 9.83333 9.67777 9.11111 

6. Conclusion 

This paper crawls the data set according to the Scrapy crawler framework, generates the knowledge 
map of online courses through the data set and stores it in the Neo4j graph database, and obtains 
similar users according to the obtained knowledge map and then recommends online courses, which 
solves the traditional online course recommendation. The algorithm faces the problems of data 
sparsity and data singularity, which improves the accuracy of the recommendation results. The next 
step will be to further improve the related defects based on this recommendation algorithm, solve the 
problem of insufficient intelligence, realize more accurate online course recommendation, and make 
greater progress in the research direction of online course recommendation system. 
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